Banned Words
REQUIRES: Manage messages
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Banned word example with variables.

Setup
Command

Description

!banword word
!banword potato

Bans the word.

!banword word, word
!banword potato, tomato

Bans multiple words.

!unbanword word
!unban potato

Unbans the word.

!unbanword word, word
!unban potato, tomato

Unbans multiple words.

!filter clear

Empties your filter.

!banword %regex insert your regex here

Ban a custom regex

Variables
Variable

Description

%w

Only the exact match.

%b

Check only the beginning of words.

%e

Check only the end of words.

%c

Case sensitive (100% match only)

%mute

Auto perma mute.

%mute6

Auto 6 minute mute.

%warn

Auto warn.

%kick

Auto kick.

%ban

Auto ban.

%name

Only apply that banned word to names/nicknames.

%notify
(REQUIRES: the Notifications module)
%notifynd
(REQUIRES: the Notifications module)

Posts a notification through the Notifications module

Posts a notification through the Notifications module
But will not delete the banned word.

You can filter usernames based on your banned words with !auto name which checks joins and name
updates.
(Learn more)

Tuning
Command

Description

!filter ignore text

Ignores text filters in the channel.

!filter ignore text #channel

Ignores text filters in that channel.

!filter recog text

No longer ignores text filters in the channel.

!filter recog text #channel

No longer ignores text filters in that channel.

!filter view ignores

View all active ignores in your server.

!filter view local

View your current banned words list.

Example Bulk Bans
Example

Notes

!banword pop, pizza, bacon
!banword pop, pizza %mute, bacon %kick
!banword pop %kick, pizza, %kick
!banword rude %name, potato %name %kick
!unbanword pop, pizza, bacon
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You do not need to include variables when unbanning words.
Just the plain word itself only.

